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Oracle Business Intelligence 2010-10-12
a fast track guide to uncovering the analytical power of oracle business intelligence analytic sql oracle discoverer oracle reports and oracle warehouse builder with this
book and ebook

Using Open Source Platforms for Business Intelligence 2012-09-17
learn how to implement open source bi solutions and increase roi with this practical guide to the os bi market using open source platforms for business intelligence
lyndsay wise endorsement tk open source bi solutions have many advantages over traditional proprietary software from offering lower initial costs to more flexible
support and integration options but until now there has been no comprehensive guide to the complete offerings of the os bi market writing for it managers and business
analysts without bias toward any bi suite industry insider lyndsay wise covers the benefits and challenges of all available open source bi systems and tools enabling
readers to identify the solutions and technologies that best meet their business needs wise compares and contrasts types of os bi and proprietary tools on the market
including pentaho jaspersoft rapidminer spagobi birt and many more real world case studies and project templates clarify the steps involved in implementing open
source bi saving new users the time and trouble of developing their own solutions from scratch for business managers who are hard pressed to indentify the best bi
solutions and software for their companies this book provides a practical guide to evaluating the roi of open source versus traditional bi deployments features the only
book to provide complete coverage of all open source bi systems and tools specifically for business managers without bias toward any os bi suite a practical step by step
guide to implementing os bi solutions that maximize roi comprehensive coverage of all open source systems and tools including architectures data integration support
optimization data mining data warehousing and interoperability case studies and project templates enable readers to evaluate the benefits and tradeoffs of all os bi
options without having to spend time developing their own solutions from scratch about the author lyndsay wise president and founder of wiseanalytics

Oracle Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence Solutions 2007-01-06
up to date comprehensive coverage of the oracle database and business intelligence tools written by a team of oracle insiders this authoritative book provides you with
the most current coverage of the oracle data warehousing platform as well as the full suite of business intelligence tools you ll learn how to leverage oracle features and
how those features can be used to provide solutions to a variety of needs and demands plus you ll get valuable tips and insight based on the authors real world
experiences and their own implementations avoid many common pitfalls while learning best practices for leveraging oracle technologies to design build and manage
data warehouses integrating specific database and business intelligence solutions from other vendors using the new suite of oracle business intelligence tools to analyze
data for marketing sales and more handling typical data warehouse performance challenges uncovering initiatives by your business community security business
sponsorship project staffing and managing risk
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Applied Microsoft Business Intelligence 2015-05-06
leverage the integration of sql server and office for moreeffective bi applied microsoft business intelligence shows you how toleverage the complete set of microsoft tools
includingmicrosoft office and sql server to better analyze businessdata this book provides best practices for building complete bisolutions using the full microsoft toolset
you will learn how toeffectively use sql server analysis and reporting services alongwith excel sharepoint and other tools to provide effective andcohesive solutions for
the enterprise coverage includes biarchitecture data queries semantic models multidimensionalmodeling data analysis and visualization performance monitoring data
mining and more to help you learn to perform practicalbusiness analysis and reporting written by an author team thatincludes a key member of the bi product team at
microsoft thisuseful reference provides expert instruction for more effective useof the microsoft bi toolset use microsoft bi suite cohesively for more effective
enterprisesolutions search analyze and visualize data more efficiently andcompletely develop flexible and scalable tabular and multidimensionalmodels monitor
performance build a bi portal and deploy and managethe bi solution

Discovering Business Intelligence using MicroStrategy 9 2013-12-24
this is a step by step tutorial that covers the basics of working with the microstrategy platform if you are a bi developer who would like to use microstrategy to build bi
apps this book is ideal for you this book is also for mid management executives who need to analyze data and excel files that are too complicated to manage a basic
concept of bi is assumed

Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition 11g 2012
the oracle business intelligence enterprise edition 11g obiee suite delivers a full range of analytic and reporting capabilities coupled with powerful user experience for
creating reports dashboards and more with your business data oracle business intelligence enterprise edition 11g a hands on tutorial will have you unleashing that power
in no time helping you to take action and make the right decisions ataglance oracle business intelligence enterprise edition 11g a hands on tutorial provides you with
valuable insight and the step by step know how you need to take advantage of everything the oracle bi suite has to offer you all utilizing real world case studies for a
true implementation in action oracle business intelligence enterprise edition 11g a hands on tutorial takes you on a journey right from inception to a full working obi 11g
system using a real world data walkthrough you ll explore topics like architecture reporting and leveraging essbase as a data source as well as building the oracle bi 11g
metadata repository rpd and developing reports and dashboards in the new fusion middleware interface this practical implementation guide equips you with from the
coalface advice which will help you achieve a successful working application by journey s end approach oracle business intelligence enterprise edition 11g a hands on
tutorial is a practical from the coalface tutorial for beginner to intermediate readers you ll benefit from plenty of emphasis on the introduction of new features of the suite
and go further with step by step instructions from the experts who this book is for if you are a bi developer or analyst who wants to get practical with your obiee 11g
knowledge oracle business intelligence enterprise edition 11g a hands on tutorial is for you you will also find it helpful as a technical administrator consultant or end user
you should already have a good command of general bi practices and oracle database but no knowledge of oracle bi 11g is required
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Excel Power Suite - Business Intelligence Clinic 2019-04-15
if you want to learn business intelligence software if you are looking for specific bi tool or if you are trying to decide on your next new bi solution you will love business
intelligence clinic one dataset multiple solutions each book is about a different bi software and you will follow step by step instructions to create a professional sales
dashboard with the same friendly dataset the bi clinic series is suitable for everyone managers analysts students it will help you compare different business intelligence
tools learn the basics and select the best for your project company customers or personal needs in this create and learn book excel power suite business intelligence
clinic with more than 250 images black white you will you go through important topics of microsoft excel and its power suite power query data model and power pivot
you will learn how to get data model your data work with visuals and reports create a sales dashboard and share your work with others we will not go into deep theories
as the purpose of this book and all create and learn material is to make the most of your time and to learn by doing you will follow step by step instructions to create a
professional sales dashboard to help you rapidly increase your excel power suite knowledge i hope this book will help you to start your journey in the business
intelligence world and give you the right tools to start building professional reports and dashboards using microsoftexcel thank you for creating and learning roger f silva
check the business intelligence clinic series one dataset multiple solutions power bi business intelligence clinic excel power suite business intelligence clinic tableau
business intelligence clinic qlik business intelligence clinic

Integration Challenges for Analytics, Business Intelligence, and Data Mining 2020-12-11
as technology continues to advance it is critical for businesses to implement systems that can support the transformation of data into information that is crucial for the
success of the company without the integration of data both structured and unstructured mining in business intelligence systems invaluable knowledge is lost however
there are currently many different models and approaches that must be explored to determine the best method of integration integration challenges for analytics
business intelligence and data mining is a relevant academic book that provides empirical research findings on increasing the understanding of using data mining in the
context of business intelligence and analytics systems covering topics that include big data artificial intelligence and decision making this book is an ideal reference
source for professionals working in the areas of data mining business intelligence and analytics data scientists it specialists managers researchers academicians
practitioners and graduate students

Foundations of SQL Server 2008 R2 Business Intelligence 2011-04-01
foundations of sql server 2008 r2 business intelligence introduces the entire exciting gamut of business intelligence tools included with sql server 2008 microsoft has
designed sql server 2008 to be more than just a database it s a complete business intelligence bi platform the database is at its core and surrounding the core are tools
for data mining modeling reporting analyzing charting and integration with other enterprise level software packages sql server 2008 puts an incredible amount of bi
functionality at your disposal but how do you take advantage of it that s what this book is all about authors guy fouché and lynn langit show how to implement end to
end bi solutions using sql server analysis services ssas sql server integration services ssis sql server reporting services ssrs and other tools in the microsoft business
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intelligence toolkit you ll learn about all features such as powerpivot and report builder 3 0 also provided are clear examples of predictive analysis made possible through
powerful data mining features in sql server if you re an analyst or developer working with sql server 2008 who is charged with delivering results that drive business
success you can t afford to be without this book you can t afford to ignore the powerful business intelligence suite that microsoft has placed at your disposal provides the
big picture of microsoft s bi tool suite covers powerpivot and other game changing technologies introduced alongside sql server 2008 release 2 gives a practical analysis
of features based on real world practices

SAP Business Analytics 2016-11-12
focus on sap business analytics business gains key features and implementation the book includes example implementations of sap business analytics the challenges
faced and the solutions implemented sap business analytics explains both the strategy and technical implementation for gathering and analyzing all the information
pertaining to an organization key features of the book are a 360 degree view of an organization s data and the methods to gather and analyze that data the strategies
that need to be in place to gather relevant data from disparate systems details about the sap business analytics suite of products the technical implementations used to
gather data from disparate systems such as erp and crm real business cases as examples analytics is the driving force in today s business be it healthcare marketing
telecommunications or retail and hence the most vital part of any organization s strategy what you ll learn gain an understanding of business analytics in general absorb
the technical details of the sap business analytics suite of products discover the challenges faced during an enterprise level analytics project implementation learn the
key points to be kept in mind during the technical implementation of an sap business analytics project who this book is for analytics strategists bi managers bi architects
business analysts and bi developers

Open Source Business Intelligence 2009
this book presents an in depth introduction to the characteristics and capabilities of two data mining and business intelligence software packages rapidminer and the
jaspersoft business intelligence bi suite

Business in Real-Time Using Azure IoT and Cortana Intelligence Suite 2017-06-05
learn how today s businesses can transform themselves by leveraging real time data and advanced machine learning analytics this book provides prescriptive guidance
for architects and developers on the design and development of modern internet of things iot and advanced analytics solutions in addition business in real time using
azure iot and cortana intelligence suite offers patterns and practices for those looking to engage their customers and partners through software as a service solutions
that work on any device whether you re working in health life sciences manufacturing retail smart cities and buildings or process control there exists a common platform
from which you can create your targeted vertical solutions business in real time using azure iot and cortana intelligence suite uses a reference architecture as a road
map building on azure s paas services you ll see how a solution architecture unfolds that demonstrates a complete end to end iot and advanced analytics scenario what
you ll learn automate your software product life cycle using powershell azure resource manager templates and visual studio team services implement smart devices
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using node js and c use azure streaming analytics to ingest millions of events provide both hot and cold path outputs for real time alerts data transformations and
aggregation analytics implement batch processing using azure data factory create a new form of actionable intelligence ai to drive mission critical business processes
provide rich data visualizations across a wide variety of mobile and web devices who this book is for solution architects software developers data architects data
scientists and cio cta technical leadership professionals

Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition 12c 2017-04-20
a comprehensive guide from oracle experts that will act as your single point of reference for building an oracle bi 12c system that turns data in actionable insight about
this book come start your first oracle business intelligence system and excel in bi with this exhaustive guide an all encompassing guide for your oracle business
intelligence needs learn from the self paced professional guidance and implement oracle business intelligence using this easy to follow guide by our expertswho this
book is forif your job includes working on data improving the financial or operational performance of your organization or you are a consultant for the above then this
book is for you if you have been placed on a business intelligence project then this book is for you if you are the project manager business analyst or data scientist then
this book is for you if you are an end user of oracle business intelligence then this book is for you too having a basic understanding of databases and the use of business
intelligence is expected but no knowledge of oracle bi is required what you will learn install obiee in windows including how to create the underlying weblogic application
server and the required database build the bi system repository the vital engine connecting your data to the front end of oracle bi develop effective analysis draw out
meaning from the data and present it to end users on interactive dashboards build pixel perfect printable reports using the embedded bi publisher feature build agents
for actionable insight and enable your users to act on business intelligence at their desktop or on the move understand the various aspects of securing the oracle bi
system from data restrictions to whole dashboard access rights get acquainted with the system management tools and methods available for the continuous
improvement of your systemin detailoracle business intelligence enterprise edition obiee 12c is packed full of features and has a fresh approach to information
presentation system management and security obiee can help any organization to understand its data to make useful information from data and to ensure decision
making is supported by facts obiee can focus on information that needs action alerting users when conditions are met obiee can be used for data analysis form
production dashoarding and workflow processes we will introduce you to obiee features and provide a step by step guide to build a complete system from scratch with
this guide you will be equipped with a good basic understanding of what the product contains how to install and configure it and how to create effective business
intelligence this book contains the necessary information for a beginner to create a high performance obiee 12c system this book is also a guide that explains how to use
an existing obiee 12c system and shows end users how to create style and approachthis book will take you from one feature to another in a step by step manner and will
teach how you can create effective business intelligence using oracle business intelligence enterprise edition you will be taught how to create bi solutions and
dashboards from scratch there will be multiple modules in the book each module spread in chapters that will cover one aspect of business intelligence in a systematic
manner
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Microsoft Business Intelligence For Dummies 2010-04-05
learn to create an effective business strategy using microsoft s bi stack microsoft business intelligence tools are among the most widely used applications for gathering
providing access to and analyzing data to enable the enterprise to make sound business decisions the tools include sharepoint server the office suite performancepoint
server and sql server among others with so much jargon and so many technologies involved microsoft business intelligence for dummies provides a much needed step
by step explanation of what s involved and how to use this powerful package to improve your business microsoft business intelligence encompasses a broad collection of
tools designed to help business owners and managers direct the enterprise effectively this guide provides an overview of sharepoint performancepoint the sql server
suite microsoft office and the bi development technologies explains how the various technologies work together to solve functional problems translates the buzzwords
and shows you how to create your business strategy examines related technologies including data warehousing data marts online analytical processing olap data mining
reporting dashboards and key performance indicators kpis simplifies this complex package to get you up and running quickly microsoft business intelligence for dummies
demystifies these essential tools for enterprise managers business analysts and others who need to get up to speed

Healthcare Business Intelligence 2012-07-20
solid business intelligence guidance uniquely designed for healthcare organizations increasing regulatory pressures on healthcare organizations have created a national
conversation on data reporting and analytics in healthcare behind the scenes business intelligence bi and data warehousing dw capabilities are key drivers that empower
these functions healthcare business intelligence is designed as a guidebook for healthcare organizations dipping their toes into the areas of business intelligence and
data warehousing this volume is essential in how a bi capability can ease the increasing regulatory reporting pressures on all healthcare organizations explores the five
tenets of healthcare business intelligence offers tips for creating a bi team identifies what healthcare organizations should focus on first shows you how to gain support
for your bi program provides tools and techniques that will jump start your bi program explains how to market and maintain your bi program the risk associated with
doing bi dw wrong is high and failures are well documented healthcare business intelligence helps you get it right with expert guidance on getting your bi program
started and successfully keep it going

The New Era of Enterprise Business Intelligence 2010-08-15
a complete blueprint for maximizing the value of business intelligence in the enterprise the typical enterprise recognizes the immense potential of business intelligence
bi and its impact upon many facets within the organization but it s not easy to transform bi s potential into real business value in the new era of enterprise business
intelligence top bi expert mike biere presents a complete blueprint for creating winning bi strategies and infrastructure and systematically maximizing the value of
information throughout the enterprise this product independent guide brings together start to finish guidance and practical checklists for every senior it executive
planner strategist implementer and the actual business users themselves drawing on thousands of hours working with enterprise customers biere helps decision makers
choose from today s unprecedented spectrum of options including the latest bi platform suites and appliances he offers practical in the trenches insights on a wide
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spectrum of planning and implementation issues from segmenting and supporting users to working with unstructured data coverage includes understanding the scope of
today s bi solutions and how they fit into existing infrastructure assessing new options such as saas and cloud based technologies avoiding technology biases and other
project killers developing effective rfis rfps and proofs of concept setting up competency centers and planning for skills development crafting a better experience for all
your business users supporting the requirements of senior executives including performance management cost justifying bi solutions and measuring success working
with enterprise content management text analytics and search planning and constructing portals mashups and other user interfaces previewing the future of bi

Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition 12c 2017-04-20
a comprehensive guide from oracle experts that will act as your single point of reference for building an oracle bi 12c system that turns data in actionable insight about
this book come start your first oracle business intelligence system and excel in bi with this exhaustive guide an all encompassing guide for your oracle business
intelligence needs learn from the self paced professional guidance and implement oracle business intelligence using this easy to follow guide by our experts who this
book is for if your job includes working on data improving the financial or operational performance of your organization or you are a consultant for the above then this
book is for you if you have been placed on a business intelligence project then this book is for you if you are the project manager business analyst or data scientist then
this book is for you if you are an end user of oracle business intelligence then this book is for you too having a basic understanding of databases and the use of business
intelligence is expected but no knowledge of oracle bi is required what you will learn install obiee in windows including how to create the underlying weblogic application
server and the required database build the bi system repository the vital engine connecting your data to the front end of oracle bi develop effective analysis draw out
meaning from the data and present it to end users on interactive dashboards build pixel perfect printable reports using the embedded bi publisher feature build agents
for actionable insight and enable your users to act on business intelligence at their desktop or on the move understand the various aspects of securing the oracle bi
system from data restrictions to whole dashboard access rights get acquainted with the system management tools and methods available for the continuous
improvement of your system in detail oracle business intelligence enterprise edition obiee 12c is packed full of features and has a fresh approach to information
presentation system management and security obiee can help any organization to understand its data to make useful information from data and to ensure decision
making is supported by facts obiee can focus on information that needs action alerting users when conditions are met obiee can be used for data analysis form
production dashoarding and workflow processes we will introduce you to obiee features and provide a step by step guide to build a complete system from scratch with
this guide you will be equipped with a good basic understanding of what the product contains how to install and configure it and how to create effective business
intelligence this book contains the necessary information for a beginner to create a high performance obiee 12c system this book is also a guide that explains how to use
an existing obiee 12c system and shows end users how to create style and approach this book will take you from one feature to another in a step by step manner and
will teach how you can create effective business intelligence using oracle business intelligence enterprise edition you will be taught how to create bi solutions and
dashboards from scratch there will be multiple modules in the book each module spread in chapters that will cover one aspect of business intelligence in a systematic
manner
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Business Intelligence 2013-02-19
business professionals who want to advance their careers need to have a strong understanding of how to utilize business intelligence this new book provides a
comprehensive introduction to the basic business and technical concepts they ll need to know it integrates case studies that demonstrate how to apply the material
business professionals will also find suggested further readings that will develop their knowledge and help them succeed

Fundamentals of Business Intelligence 2015-06-02
this book presents a comprehensive and systematic introduction to transforming process oriented data into information about the underlying business process which is
essential for all kinds of decision making to that end the authors develop step by step models and analytical tools for obtaining high quality data structured in such a way
that complex analytical tools can be applied the main emphasis is on process mining and data mining techniques and the combination of these methods for process
oriented data after a general introduction to the business intelligence bi process and its constituent tasks in chapter 1 chapter 2 discusses different approaches to
modeling in bi applications chapter 3 is an overview and provides details of data provisioning including a section on big data chapter 4 tackles data description
visualization and reporting chapter 5 introduces data mining techniques for cross sectional data different techniques for the analysis of temporal data are then detailed
in chapter 6 subsequently chapter 7 explains techniques for the analysis of process data followed by the introduction of analysis techniques for multiple bi perspectives
in chapter 8 the book closes with a summary and discussion in chapter 9 throughout the book mostly open source tools are recommended described and applied a more
detailed survey on tools can be found in the appendix and a detailed code for the solutions together with instructions on how to install the software used can be found on
the accompanying website also all concepts presented are illustrated and selected examples and exercises are provided the book is suitable for graduate students in
computer science and the dedicated website with examples and solutions makes the book ideal as a textbook for a first course in business intelligence in computer
science or business information systems additionally practitioners and industrial developers who are interested in the concepts behind business intelligence will benefit
from the clear explanations and many examples

Business Intelligence for the Enterprise 2003
this text aims to help you to maximize the potential of business intelligence in your organization it includes stories of companies that implemented bi those that have
succeeded and those that have failed

Oracle Business Intelligence 11g R1 Cookbook 2015-05-27
here s an opportunity to learn all the key elements of the obiee 11g suite by doing tasks rather than just reading packed with practical recipes it empowers you to create
complex analytical reports with minimum effort overview improve the productivity of business intelligence solution to satisfy business requirements with real life
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scenarios practical guide on the implementation of obiee 11g from a to z including best practices full of useful instructions that can be easily adapted to build better
business intelligence solutions in detail extracting meaningful and valuable business information from transactional databases is crucial for any organization obiee 11g is
a reporting tool that satisfies all the business requirements regarding complex reporting it consists of a powerful back end engine with a repository and a highly
customizable graphical web interface oracle business intelligence 11g r1 cookbook provides all the key concepts of the product including the architecture of the bi server
this practical guide shows each and every step of creating analytical reports starting from building a well designed repository you will learn how to create analytical
reports that will support different business perspectives this practical guide covers how to implement obiee 11g suite in order to enable bi developers to create
sophisticated web based reports all of tasks will be covered step by step in detail you will explore the architecture of the oracle business intelligence server and learn
how to build the repository rpd we will also discuss how to implement the business rules in the repository with real life scenarios best practices of a successful bi
implementation are esssential for any bi developer so they are also covered in depth if you are planning to implement obiee 11g suite this step by step guide is a must
have resource all the key tasks are defined in detail and supported with diagrams and screenshots what you will learn from this book understand the architecture of the
oracle bi server explore the three layers of the repository and learn how to implement complex business rules build a secure well designed repository for the bi server
work with multidimensional sources to improve the performance of the analyses create the simple analyses and use advanced features of the analyses measure the
productivity by implementing key performance indicators customize dashboards to support your business requirements build a bi solution based on the best practices
approach providing simple solutions useful techniques and best practices to ensure that your business is intelligent as it can possibly be this book is a must buy for
anyone that works with oracle bi who this book is written for if you are a business analyst bi administrator or developer working with oracle business intelligence 11g r1
then this book is exactly what you have been looking for hands on practical examples real world solutions and best practices make this book an essential guide for oracle
bi clear a space on your desk as you won t want this handy reference to be too far away

Healthcare Business Intelligence, + Website 2012-09-04
solid business intelligence guidance uniquely designed for healthcare organizations increasing regulatory pressures on healthcare organizations have created a national
conversation on data reporting and analytics in healthcare behind the scenes business intelligence bi and data warehousing dw capabilities are key drivers that empower
these functions healthcare business intelligence is designed as a guidebook for healthcare organizations dipping their toes into the areas of business intelligence and
data warehousing this volume is essential in how a bi capability can ease the increasing regulatory reporting pressures on all healthcare organizations explores the five
tenets of healthcare business intelligence offers tips for creating a bi team identifies what healthcare organizations should focus on first shows you how to gain support
for your bi program provides tools and techniques that will jump start your bi program explains how to market and maintain your bi program the risk associated with
doing bi dw wrong is high and failures are well documented healthcare business intelligence helps you get it right with expert guidance on getting your bi program
started and successfully keep it going
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Business Intelligence Demystified 2021-09-25
clear your doubts about business intelligence and start your new journey key features includes successful methods and innovative ideas to achieve success with bi
vendor neutral unbiased and based on experience highlights practical challenges in bi journeys covers financial aspects along with technical aspects showcases multiple
bi organization models and the structure of bi teams description the book demystifies misconceptions and misinformation about bi it provides clarity to almost
everything related to bi in a simplified and unbiased way it covers topics right from the definition of bi terms used in the bi definition coinage of bi details of the different
main uses of bi processes that support the main uses side benefits and the level of importance of bi various types of bi based on various parameters main phases in the
bi journey and the challenges faced in each of the phases in the bi journey it clarifies myths about self service bi and real time bi the book covers the structure of a
typical internal bi team bi organizational models and the main roles in bi it also clarifies the doubts around roles in bi it explores the different components that add to the
cost of bi and explains how to calculate the total cost of the ownership of bi and roi for bi it covers several ideas including unconventional ideas to achieve bi success and
also learn about ibi it explains the different types of bi architectures commonly used technologies tools and concepts in bi and provides clarity about the boundary of bi w
r t technologies tools and concepts the book helps you lay a very strong foundation and provides the right perspective about bi it enables you to start or restart your
journey with bi what you will learn builds a strong conceptual foundation in bi gives the right perspective and clarity on bi uses challenges and architectures enables you
to make the right decisions on the bi structure organization model and budget explains which type of bi solution is required for your business applies successful bi ideas
who this book is for this book is a must read for business managers bi aspirants cxos and all those who want to drive the business value with data driven insights table of
contents 1 what is business intelligence 2 why do businesses need bi 3 types of business intelligence 4 challenges in business intelligence 5 roles in business intelligence
6 financials of business intelligence 7 ideas for success with bi 8 introduction to ibi 9 bi architectures 10 demystify tech tools and concepts in bi

Business Intelligence For Dummies 2008-01-10
you re intelligent right so you ve already figured out that business intelligence can be pretty valuable in making the right decisions about your business but you ve heard
at least a dozen definitions of what it is and heard of at least that many bi tools where do you start business intelligence for dummies makes bi understandable it takes
you step by step through the technologies and the alphabet soup so you can choose the right technology and implement a successful bi environment you ll see how the
applications and technologies work together to access analyze and present data that you can use to make better decisions about your products customers competitors
and more you ll find out how to understand the principles and practical elements of bi determine what your business needs compare different approaches to bi build a
solid bi architecture and roadmap design develop and deploy your bi plan relate bi to data warehousing erp crm and e commerce analyze emerging trends and
developing bi tools to see what else may be useful whether you re the business owner or the person charged with developing and implementing a bi strategy checking
out business intelligence for dummies is a good business decision
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Business Intelligence with Databricks SQL 2022-09-16
master critical skills needed to deploy and use databricks sql and elevate your bi from the warehouse to the lakehouse with confidence key featureslearn about business
intelligence on the lakehouse with features and functions of databricks sqlmake the most of databricks sql by getting to grips with the enablers of its data warehousing
capabilitiesa unique approach to teaching concepts and techniques with follow along scenarios on real datasetsbook description in this new era of data platform system
design data lakes and data warehouses are giving way to the lakehouse a new type of data platform system that aims to unify all data analytics into a single platform
databricks with its databricks sql product suite is the hottest lakehouse platform out there harnessing the power of apache spark delta lake and other innovations to
enable data warehousing capabilities on the lakehouse with data lake economics this book is a comprehensive hands on guide that helps you explore all the advanced
features use cases and technology components of databricks sql you ll start with the lakehouse architecture fundamentals and understand how databricks sql fits into it
the book then shows you how to use the platform from exploring data executing queries building reports and using dashboards through to learning the administrative
aspects of the lakehouse data security governance and management of the computational power of the lakehouse you ll also delve into the core technology enablers of
databricks sql delta lake and photon finally you ll get hands on with advanced sql commands for ingesting data and maintaining the lakehouse by the end of this book
you ll have mastered databricks sql and be able to deploy and deliver fast scalable business intelligence on the lakehouse what you will learnunderstand how databricks
sql fits into the databricks lakehouse platformperform everyday analytics with databricks sql workbench and business intelligence toolsorganize and catalog your data
assetsprogram the data security model to protect and govern your datatune sql warehouses computing clusters for optimal query experiencetune the delta lake storage
format for maximum query performancedeliver extreme performance with the photon query execution engineimplement advanced data ingestion patterns with
databricks sqlwho this book is for this book is for business intelligence practitioners data warehouse administrators and data engineers who are new to databrick sql and
want to learn how to deliver high quality insights unhindered by the scale of data or infrastructure this book is also for anyone looking to study the advanced
technologies that power databricks sql basic knowledge of data warehouses sql based analytics and etl processes is recommended to effectively learn the concepts
introduced in this book and appreciate the innovation behind the platform

Business Intelligence 2020-01-13
if you want to learn about business intelligence and predictive analytics then keep reading two manuscripts in one book business intelligence an essential beginner s
guide to bi big data artificial intelligence cybersecurity machine learning data science data analytics social media and internet marketing predictive analytics the secret
to predicting future events using big data and data science techniques such as data mining predictive modelling statistics data analysis and machine learning in the
modern business world the pace of action continues to quicken businesses need to be able to get actionable insights from their data in order to make the right decisions
to act rapidly and effectively in this book you will be introduced to the concept of business intelligence business intelligence is closely connected to data and so as part of
our journey we are going to see how modern companies are using big data together with artificial intelligence machine learning and pattern recognition in order to build
systems of data driven decision making after we get a handle on what business intelligence is we will learn how it ties together with the next computer revolution
happening right before our eyes we will discuss the use of artificial intelligence machine learning and pattern recognition to retrieve insights from the large amounts of
data that companies are routinely collecting storing and using we will also explore the roles that social media and internet marketing are playing in the growth of
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business intelligence and how companies like facebook are helping other companies act on data in powerful ways some of the topics covered in part 1 of this book
include an introduction to bi big data ai and more an overview of business intelligence bi and ai bi and big data bi and machine learning data science cybersecurity bi
and data mining bi and social media bi and internet marketing and much much more some of the topics covered in part 2 of this book include the basics of predictive
analysis how to predict events that are going to happen in the future with big data and data mining how to predict events that are going to happen in the future with the
help of data analysis and statistics a look at machine learning and how this process can help make predictions how to avoid prediction traps avoid bias and make the
best decisions with this analysis some of the top reasons to implement this kind of analysis in your business the steps you can take to create your own predictive
analysis model and much much more so if you want to learn more about business intelligence and predictive analytics click the add to cart button

Impacts and Challenges of Cloud Business Intelligence 2020-12-18
cloud computing provides an easier alternative for starting an it based business organization that requires much less of an initial investment cloud computing offers a
significant edge of traditional computing with big data being continuously transferred to the cloud for extraction of relevant data cloud business intelligence must be
utilized cloud based tools such as customer relationship management crm salesforce and dropbox are increasingly being integrated by enterprises looking to increase
their agility and efficiency impacts and challenges of cloud business intelligence is a cutting edge scholarly resource that provides comprehensive research on business
intelligence in cloud computing and explores its applications in conjunction with other tools highlighting a wide range of topics including swarm intelligence algorithms
and cloud analytics this book is essential for entrepreneurs it professionals managers business professionals practitioners researchers academicians and students

Business Intelligence 2012-10-17
this completely updated best seller is a must read for anyone who wants an understanding of business intelligence business management disciplines data warehousing
and how all of the pieces work together

Foundations of SQL Server 2005 Business Intelligence 2007-09-08
this book is the most concise yet comprehensive introduction to sql server 2005 business intelligence the book is the quickest path to seeing the business intelligence bi
forest as a whole as well as understanding the trees within it it is essential reading for all who work with sql server 2005 foundations of sql server 2005 business
intelligence is written by a noted expert from a practical perspective it is designed for all users of any of the tools in sql server 2005 s extraordinarily rich bi product suite
developers end users and even managers will find this an enlightening guide to the power and promise of sql server 2005 bi
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Business Intelligence Strategy and Big Data Analytics 2016-04-08
business intelligence strategy and big data analytics is written for business leaders managers and analysts people who are involved with advancing the use of bi at their
companies or who need to better understand what bi is and how it can be used to improve profitability it is written from a general management perspective and it draws
on observations at 12 companies whose annual revenues range between 500 million and 20 billion over the past 15 years my company has formulated vendor neutral
business focused bi strategies and program execution plans in collaboration with manufacturers distributors retailers logistics companies insurers investment companies
credit unions and utilities among others it is through these experiences that we have validated business driven bi strategy formulation methods and identified common
enterprise bi program execution challenges in recent years terms like big data and big data analytics have been introduced into the business and technical lexicon upon
close examination the newer terminology is about the same thing that bi has always been about analyzing the vast amounts of data that companies generate and or
purchase in the course of business as a means of improving profitability and competitiveness accordingly we will use the terms bi and business intelligence throughout
the book and we will discuss the newer concepts like big data as appropriate more broadly the goal of this book is to share methods and observations that will help
companies achieve bi success and thereby increase revenues reduce costs or both provides ideas for improving the business performance of one s company or business
functions emphasizes proven practical step by step methods that readers can readily apply in their companies includes exercises and case studies with road tested
advice about formulating bi strategies and program plans

Business Intelligence and Big Data 2020-11-17
the twenty first century is a time of intensifying competition and progressive digitization individual employees managers and entire organizations are under increasing
pressure to succeed the questions facing us today are what does success mean is success a matter of chance and luck or perhaps is success a category that can be
planned and properly supported business intelligence and big data drivers of organizational success examines how the success of an organization largely depends on the
ability to anticipate and quickly respond to challenges from the market customers and other stakeholders success is also associated with the potential to process and
analyze a variety of information and the means to use modern information and communication technologies icts success also requires creative behaviors and
organizational cleverness from an organization the book discusses business intelligence bi and big data bd issues in the context of modern management paradigms and
organizational success it presents a theoretically and empirically grounded investigation into bi and bd application in organizations and examines such issues as analysis
and interpretation of the essence of bi and bd decision support potential areas of bi and bd utilization in organizations factors determining success with using bi and bd
the role of bi and bd in value creation for organizations identifying barriers and constraints related to bi and bd design and implementation the book presents arguments
and evidence confirming that bi and bd may be a trigger for making more effective decisions improving business processes and business performance and creating new
business the book proposes a comprehensive framework on how to design and use bi and bd to provide organizational success
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Mastering Business Intelligence with MicroStrategy 2016-07-29
build world class enterprise business intelligence solutions with microstrategy 10 about this book fix the gap between bi tools and implementation integration processes
with big data and predictive analytics using this comprehensive guide to microstrategy 10 highly practical example rich guide that lets you implement business
intelligence with microstrategy 10 in your organization create the best user experience with bi dashboards using microstrategy using this up to date comprehensive
guide who this book is for this book is intended for bi dwh etl developers bi dwh analytics managers analysts and business users who already have microstrategy in their
organization and want to take it to the next level in order to increase performance and improve user experience in addition it helps the reader to migrate from
microstrategy 9 to microstrategy 10 and to start using the new capabilities what you will learn explore various visualization techniques for presenting analyzed data
customize microstrategy in order to meet your business requirements develop and design mobile dashboards use the advanced techniques such as designing reports
documents and interactive dashboards for building dashboards understand the concepts of data discovery and desktop capabilities explore the best practices for
microstrategy system administration find and fix issues based on connections environment or documents integrate third party esri map tools with microstrategy to
create geo based reports in detail business intelligence is becoming more important by the day with cloud offerings and mobile devices gaining wider acceptance and
achieving better market penetration microstrategy reporting suite is an absolute leader in the bi market and offers rich capabilities from basic data visualizations to
predictive analytics it lets you various delivery methods such as the desktops and mobiles using real world bi scenarios this book helps you to implement business
analytics solutions in big e commerce companies it kicks off with microstrategy 10 features and then covers schema design models and techniques building upon your
existing knowledge the book will teach you advanced techniques for building documents and dashboards it further teaches various graphical techniques for presenting
data for analysis using maps graphs and advanced charts although microstrategy has rich functionality the book will show how to customize it in order to meet your
business requirements you will also become familiar with the native analytical functions that will help you to maximize the impact of bi solutions with powerful predictive
analytics furthermore the book will focus on microstrategy mobile analytics along with data discovery and desktop capabilities such as connecting various data sources
and building interactive dashboards the book will also uncover best practices troubleshooting techniques for microstrategy system administration and also security and
authentication techniques lastly you will learn to use hadoop for microstrategy reporting by the end of the book you will become proficient in evaluating any bi software
in order to choose the best one that meets all business requirements style and approach this book will be focusing on providing extensive guide to plan how to design
and develop complex bi architecture for real world scenario using microstrategy 10 best practices and collected experience working with bi predictive analytics and
microstrategy and big data

SAP Business Intelligence Quick Start Guide 2019-02-27
designing and deploying solutions using the sap businessobjects business intelligence platform 4 2 key featuresget up and running with the sap businessobjects business
intelligence platformperform effective data analysis and visualization for actionable insightsenhance your bi strategy by creating different types of reports and
dashboards using sap businessobjectsbook description the sap businessobjects business intelligence platform is a powerful reporting and analysis tool this book is the
ideal introduction to the sap businessobjects business intelligence platform introducing you to its data visualization visual analytics reporting and dashboarding
capabilities the book starts with an overview of the bi platform and various data sources for reporting then we move on to looking at data visualization analysis reporting
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and analytics using businessobjects business intelligence tools you will learn about the features associated with reporting scheduling and distribution and learn how to
deploy the platform toward the end you will learn about the strategies and factors that should be considered during deployment by the end you will be confident working
with the sap businessobjects business intelligence platform to deliver better insights for more effective decision making what you will learnwork with various tools to
create interactive data visualization and analysis query report and analyze with sap business objects intelligencecreate a report in sap crystal reports for
enterprisevisualize and manipulate data using an sap lumira storyboarddeep dive into the workings of the sap predictive analytics tooldeploy and configure sap bo
intelligence platform 4 2who this book is for this book is for business intelligence professionals and existing sap ecosystem users who want to perform effective business
intelligence using sap businessobjects

Pro Power BI Desktop 2017-12-08
deliver eye catching business intelligence with microsoft power bi desktop this new edition has been updated to cover all the latest features including combo charts
cartesian charts trend lines use of gauges and more also covered are top n features the ability to bin data into groupings and chart the groupings and new techniques for
detecting and handling outlier data points you can take data from virtually any source and use it to produce stunning dashboards and compelling reports that will seize
your audience s attention slice and dice the data with remarkable ease and then add metrics and kpis to project the insights that create your competitive advantage
make raw data into clear accurate and interactive information with microsoft s free self service business intelligence tool pro power bi desktop shows you how to choose
from a wide range of built in and third party visualization types so that your message is always enhanced you ll be able to deliver those results on the pc tablets and
smartphones as well as share results via the cloud this book helps you save time by preparing the underlying data correctly without needing an it department to prepare
it for you what you ll learn deliver attention grabbing information turning data into insight mash up data from multiple sources into a cleansed and coherent data model
create dashboards that help in monitoring key performance indicators of your business build interdependent charts maps and tables to deliver visually stunning
information share business intelligence in the cloud without involving it deliver visually stunning and interactive charts maps and tables find new insights as you chop
and tweak your data as never before adapt delivery to mobile devices such as phones and tablets who this book is for everyone from ceos and business intelligence
developers to power users and it managers

Business Intelligence and the Cloud 2014-05-12
how to measure cloud computing options and benefits to impact business intelligence infrastructure this book is a guide for managers and others involved in using cloud
computing to create business value it starts with a discussion of the media hype around cloud computing and attempt to pull together what industry experts are saying
in order to create a unified definition once this foundation is created assisting the reader s understanding of what cloud computing is the discussion moves to getting
business benefits from cloud computing lastly the discussion focuses on examples of cloud computing public clouds private clouds and virtualization the book
emphasizes how these technologies can be used to create business value and how they can be integrated into an organizations business intelligence system it helps the
user make a business case for cloud computing applications applications that are used to gather create data which in turn are used to generate business intelligence
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Business Intelligence and Analytics: Concepts, Techniques and Applications 2021-11-16
business intelligence and analytics refers to the set of techniques and strategies which are used by enterprises to convert raw data into meaningful information which
drive profitable business actions these techniques can give insights into historical current and predictive views of business operations some common features of business
intelligence technologies are analytics reporting benchmarking data mining business performance management predictive analytics complex event processing and
prescriptive analytics technologies used in business intelligence are capable of handling both structured and unstructured data while understanding the long term
perspectives of the topics the book makes an effort in highlighting their impact as a modern tool for the growth of this discipline business intelligence the topics included
herein on business intelligence are of utmost significance and bound to provide incredible insights to readers those in search of information to further their knowledge
will be greatly assisted by this book

The Business Intelligence System 1988
aligning business intelligence bi infrastructure with strategy processes not only improves your organization s ability to respond to change but also adds significant value
to your bi infrastructure and development investments until now there has been a need for a comprehensive book on business analysis for bi that starts with a macro
view and

Business Analysis for Business Intelligence 2016-04-19
praise for the first edition full of vivid and thought provoking anecdotes needs to be read by anyone with a serious interest in research and marketing research magazine
shmueli et al have done a wonderful job in presenting the field of data mining a welcome addition to the literature computingreviews com incorporating a new focus on
data visualization and time series forecasting data mining for business intelligence second edition continues to supply insightful detailed guidance on fundamental data
mining techniques this new edition guides readers through the use of the microsoft office excel add in xlminer for developing predictive models and techniques for
describing and finding patterns in data from clustering customers into market segments and finding the characteristics of frequent flyers to learning what items are
purchased with other items the authors use interesting real world examples to build a theoretical and practical understanding of key data mining methods including
classification prediction and affinity analysis as well as data reduction exploration and visualization the second edition now features three new chapters on time series
forecasting introducing popular business forecasting methods including moving average exponential smoothing methods regression based models and topics such as
explanatory vs predictive modeling two level models and ensembles a revised chapter on data visualization that now features interactive visualization principles and
added assignments that demonstrate interactive visualization in practice separate chapters that each treat k nearest neighbors and naïve bayes methods summaries at
the start of each chapter that supply an outline of key topics the book includes access to xlminer allowing readers to work hands on with the provided data throughout
the book applications of the discussed topics focus on the business problem as motivation and avoid unnecessary statistical theory each chapter concludes with
exercises that allow readers to assess their comprehension of the presented material the final chapter includes a set of cases that require use of the different data
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mining techniques and a related site features data sets exercise solutions powerpoint slides and case solutions data mining for business intelligence second edition is an
excellent book for courses on data mining forecasting and decision support systems at the upper undergraduate and graduate levels it is also a one of a kind resource for
analysts researchers and practitioners working with quantitative methods in the fields of business finance marketing computer science and information technology

Data Mining for Business Intelligence 2011-06-10
reviews planning and designing architecture and implementing the data warehouse includes discussions on how and why to apply ibm tools offers tips tricks and
workarounds to ensure maximum performance companion site includes technical notes product updates corrections and links to relevant material and training

IBM Data Warehousing 2003-02-25
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